KARAMU HOUSE PLAYS
KARAMU HOUSE PLAYS --- SHELF LIST

Box 1  Plays B---I

1. Black Jesus or Fiery Furnace by F.E. Howard, Jr.
2. Carnival is Sweet by Bill LaMonte
3. Coal Dust by Shirley Graham
4. Coastwise by Isadora Bennet
5. Dark Legend by Helene Fraenkel
6. The Day Coach by Ben Graf Henneke
7. Dream Dust by Mae Gleaton Shokunbi
8. Dusky Gods by Chapman Heath
9. Easter Song by James Hatch
10. Eden, Inc. by Cornel Legnyel
11. Elim by McEvoy Patterson
12. Epitah For A Bluebird by Tod Shine
13. Exodus by Herbert Cobey and Abby Mann
14. Freeman! Freeman! by Jan Hartman & John Duffy
15. Golden Ladder by Joanna Roos
16. Heav' On Strivers Row by Abram Hill
17. Home to Canaan by Richard Chase
18. Hell's Half Acre by Abram Hill
19. House of Eternal Darkness by Haleemon V. Shaik
20. I Gotta Home by Shirley Graham
21. It's Morning by Shirley Graham
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Box 2  Plays J---Y

1. Journey to Paradise by J. Bright, H. Kline, & O. Dodson
2. Mamon Crabou by Author Unknown
3. Make no Tarrying by Ann K. Flagg
4. Litany for the Man by Mark Zalk
5. Miss Starlight by Curtis Cooksey
6. Set My People Free by Dorothy Heyward
7. The Soon Bright Day by Isadora Bennet
8. Study War No Mo' by Leonard C. Archer
9. Touch a Star by Bernard C. Schoenfeld
10. Track Thirteen by Shirley Graham
11. Trouble With The Angels by Bernard C. Schoenfeld
12. '72 Vaudeville Sketches by National Play
13. Year of The Rainbow by Evelyn Martin
14. Young Man of Harlem by Powell Lindsey